VOTING OUTCOMES FROM 26 MAY FOUR FIGHTS AND USS BRANCH DELEGATE
MEETINGS
Please note that as per the guidance on branch delegate meetings agreed by the Strategy
and Finance Committee (SFC) and endorsed by the National Executive Committee (NEC),
branch delegates’ votes have been weighted according to their branch’s Congress
entitlements. The full guidance can be found here:
https://www.ucu.org.uk/media/10885/Branch-delegate-meetings/pdf/ucu_branch-delegatemeetings.pdf
HEC = Higher Education Committee
HESC = Higher Education Sector Conference
FOUR FIGHTS
1. What is your branch position on the offer?
Accept: 55
Reject: 96
Note: 9
No clear position/abstain: 43

2. Who should decide whether the offer is accepted / rejected / noted?
HEC: 7
Put to members (consultation): 101
Call a HESC: 43
No clear view: 47

3. If the offer is rejected (whether by HEC, the membership, or a HESC) when does
your branch believe there should be a ballot?
By the end of June, as currently scheduled: 6
At a later time determined by HEC: 19
At a later time determined by a HESC: 88
No reballot: 28
No clear view: 56

4. If the offer is accepted (by HEC, by the membership, or by a HESC) where does
your branch believe the principles guiding implementation should be set:
HEC: 14
HESC: 93
No clear view/abstain: 86

USS

1. What is your branch position on the status of the USS dispute
Don't end but pause: 124
Don't end but escalate the dispute: 10
End the dispute: 5
No clear position: 11

2. Who should decide whether the dispute is settled (ended)?
HEC decides: 10
Put to members (consultation): 55
Call a HESC to decide: 72
No clear view/abstain: 6

3. If dispute is decided to be ‘not settled’ and therefore still open does/when does
your branch believe there should be a ballot?
By the end of June, as currently scheduled: 2
At a later time determined by HEC: 11
At a later time determined by a HESC: 115
No reballot: 3
No clear view/abstain: 9
*ALSO later – but not specified who would take the decision: 9

